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Abstract. The SocRob project was born as a challenge for multidis-

ciplinary research on broad and generic approaches for the design of

cooperating society of robots, involving Control, Robotics and Arti�cial

Intelligence researchers. A case study on Robotic Soccer played by a team

of 3 robots is currently underway. The team competed at the World Cup

of Robotic Soccer, RoboCup98, held in Paris, France, and quali�ed for

the quarter-�nals of the midlle-size league. In this paper we present the

team description, the implemented behaviors and the results obtained.

1 Introduction

Multi-agent systems have become very popular in recent years, especially as

a research area in Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence (DAI) [6]. Simultaneously,

several robotic systems based on a eet of robots have been developed, as an

alternative to single-robot systems common in the past [9].
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Fig. 1. On the left, three ISocRob team members. On the right, the robots hardware

architecture.

The Arti�cial Intelligence and the Intelligent Control groups of the ISR/IST
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foster research on methodologies for the de�nition of functional, hardware and

software architectures to support intelligent autonomous behavior and evaluate

performance of a group of real cooperative robots, either as a society and as in-

dividuals. The robots were developed from scratch, so that both conceptual and

implementation issues are considered. Special attention is taken to cooperation-

oriented communication issues, such as the type of information that must be

shared and how to distribute that information. This work relies on past expe-

rience of both groups regarding topics relevant to robot development [3] and

DAI [7]. A case study on Robotic Soccer involving a team of 3 robots, shown in

Figure 1, (the ISocRob Team) is currently underway.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 and 3 describe the details of

each robot Hardware and Software Architectures, respectively. The Functional

Architecture, presented in Section 4, wraps up the whole picture, relating con-

ceptual issues to the two physical architectures explained in the previous sec-

tions. Section 5 presents the details of the implemented behaviors for the soccer

competition. Conclusions and foreseen future work are presented in Section 6.

2 Hardware Architecture

Each robot hardware is divided in four main blocks: sensors, main processing

unit, actuators and communications. Currently, from the hardware architecture

standpoint, the population is composed of homogeneous mobile robots. Figure 1

depicts a block diagram of the hardware architecture of each robot.

2.1 The Processing Unit
Each robot has on-board a PC motherboard with a network adaptor, a video

adaptor, a motor control board and interface boards for the sensors. The main

processor is an AMD K6, running at 200MHz. The system has 16Mb of RAM

and a 1.2Gb hard drive. The PC motherboard was chosen because of its perfor-

mance/price ratio.

2.2 Sensorial Systems
The sensors of each robot are divided in two main groups:

{ vision sensors: virtual sensors which extract information from the images

acquired by a video camera and its interface board. One physical transducer

(the video camera) leads to many (virtual) sensors (e.g. ball location, ball

mass).

{ pose, bumping and proximity sensors, each of them physically associ-

ated to one transducer.

The conceptual details of the di�erent sensors/ transducers are described in the

sequel.

Video Camera | The video camera is a Phillips XC731/340 interfacing the

motherboard through a PCI Captivator board. This combination allows the

acquisition of 640�480 images at a frame-rate of 50 interlaced frames per

second. Image is used for several purposes, namely, to identify and/or fol-

low/catch the team mates, the opponents, the ball and the goals.
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Pose Sensor | Depending on the type of application involved, each robot of

the society may need to regularly update its current pose with respect to a

reference frame (e.g., located in the �eld center). This may be accomplished

based on the triangulation principle: from the measurement of the angles

between the robot longitudinal axis and the direction of maximum signal

reception from infra-red (IR) beacons whose location in the reference frame

is known, the robot is able to compute its pose relative to that frame.

Fig. 2. On the left, some possible beacon locations, and on the right, the micro-switch

sensor (bumpers) placement.

Bumping Sensors|These sensors detect collisions. They are made of micro-

switches, arranged in a serial connection, divided in 4 sets of 2 micro-switches

each. Figure 2 presents a possible location of the bumping sensors around

the vehicle (horizontal plane).

Proximity Sensor| Proximity sensors are also based on IR technology. The

typical range of those sensors goes from 20 cm to 1.5 m.

2.3 The Actuators

Each robot has a di�erential drive kinematic con�guration. This implies that

it has two independent (DC) motors, one for each wheel. The robot speed and

heading are set by independently controlling the wheels speed. The motor con-

troller output is a PWM signal and a bit indicating the direction of rotation for

each wheel. Those signals are fed to the power ampli�ers.

2.4 Communications

A wireless RF Ethernet link (WaveCell from Aaron Tech.) was chosen to support

communications between the robots. The devices work on two possible switch-

selectable frequencies: 2.4GHz and 2.4835GHz. The bandwidth is 2Mbps, and a

range of 150m is covered, inside an o�ce environment.

3 Software Architecture

Each robot's software runs under the Linux [1] operating system. The reasons

for this choice were: robustness, lightweight multitasking, scalability, networking

facilities, and availability of programming languages compilers, as well as easy

integration of programming languages (e.g., Lisp and C).

The top-level software, which is responsible for each robots' behavior is im-

plemented in an agent programming language| RUBA| developed in previous
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work [7]. Briey, RUBA is a language that implements a society of agents, tat

communicate between them and with the exterior, by the means of a blackboard

structure. The software underlying RUBA was re-implemented in the Scheme

programming language [2]. The whole team is viewed as a single agent society

with a common blackboard (distributed among them, but considered as be-

ing unique). Additionally, each robot has an individual blackboard (as RUBA

supports multiple blackboards) to handle issues related to it as an individual.

The RUBA language is based on production rules interleaved with state ma-

chine (multiple machine states are supported) statements, i.e., the rules can be

grouped together in a speci�c state of a state machine. The expressions that

�ll the IF, THEN and ELSE �elds are essentially Scheme expressions which ma-

nipulate internal symbols and primitive tasks (i.e., functions executed using the

robot hardware). This mechanism bridges the gap between high-level agent pro-

gramming and speci�c robot actions/sensing.

4 Functional Architecture

From a functional standpoint, the whole robot society is composed of functionally

heterogeneous robots. In the particular case of soccer robots, the functionalities

are Goal Keeper, Attacker, etc. The functional architecture is scalable regarding

the number of robots (or agents) involved. This means that, when a new robot

joins the society, no changes have to be made to the overall system. The func-

tional architecture establishes three levels, inspired in [4, 5]. Their description is

detailed in the sequel.

Organizational level| This level deals with the issues unconditionally com-

mon to the whole society. In the soccer team context, these are:

{ the state of the game according to the rules (before kick-o�? in-game?

o�-side?) and the way the team has to behave in order to follow them;

{ the global strategy of the team (time to re-positioning of the team? time

to attack? time to defend?).

These issues involve the whole team, and thus have to be established at this

global level.

Relational level | In a cooperative robotics context, in order to accomplish

useful cooperation, relationships between robots have to be accomplished.

This involves an important characteristic of the agent concept: social abil-

ity [8]. This means that one given agent has to be aware of the existence of

other agents like him, with whom it has to negotiate. At this level, groups

of agents negotiate and eventually come to an agreement about some objec-

tive (common or not). The issues involving the formation of groups and its

disbanding are handled at this level. The key idea of this process is negotia-

tion among agents. The blackboard structure provides the common medium

through which the necessary communication circulates.

For instance, if one robot wants to pass a ball to another player (of the

same team, hopefully), it has to �nd someone available and su�ciently well

positioned. The ball pass is arranged via a negotiation process, and after an

agreement is reached, the pass is performed.
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Individual level | The individual level encapsulates each robot as an entity,

comprising all aspects of a robot as an individual. This includes the indi-

vidual primitive tasks, invoked by the relational level (e.g., path planning,

motion with collision avoidance), robot performance and monitoring.

5 Individual Behaviors

The individual level is responsible for accomplishing each behavior, running the

sense-think-act loop of its primitive tasks. This involves processing vision (as well

as other sensors) data and driving the motors according to the desired behavior.

Behaviors, comprising individual primitives, are generated at the relational level.

The player behaviors so far implemented are:

Goal Keeper { A good goal keeper is essential in a team that wants to win.

Being so, a signi�cant part of our e�ort has been devoted to the development of

a e�cient goal keeper. A state machine that illustrates the goal keeper behavior

is presented in Figure 3.

~see(ball) &
lastseen(ball) = right

GK_KICKBALL

GK_SEEKBALL

GK_ROTRIGHT

GK_ROTLEFT

see(ball)

see(ball)

~see(ball) & lastseen(ball) = left

see(own_goal)

see(own_goal)

true

see(ball) &
near(ball)

see(ball) &
~see(other_goal)

see(other_goal)
see(ball) &

AT_PREPARE AT_KICK

AT_RNDMOVEAT_SRCBALLAT_FLWBALL

~see(ball)

~see(ball)

~see(ball)

near(ball)

see(ball) & see(other_goal)

see(ball) & ~see(other_goal)

see(ball) & ~see(other_goal)

see(ball) & ~see(other_goal)

true

~see(ball) & timeout

see(ball) & see(other_goal)

Fig. 3. Goal Keeper (left) and Attacker (right) State Machine. Arc labels represent

predicates which allow transitions between states when true. Their values are obtained

by vision sensors. States represent primitive tasks.

In short, the implemented behavior keeps the robot continuously seeking for

the ball if it is visible (GK SEEKBALL). If the ball is not visible, it starts

rotating in the direction it was last seen (GK ROTLEFT or GK ROTRIGHT).

If its own goal is visible and the ball is not, it starts rotating in the opposite

direction and the process repeats. If the ball is found, and its estimated distance

to goal is less than a given threshold, the player kicks (GK KICKBALL) the ball

and restarts its seeking movement.

Attacker { The attacker behavior (depicted in Figure 3) starts by looking

for the ball, rotating on spot (AT SRCBALL). If the ball is not visible after a

given time, it makes a random move (AT RNDMOVE) and resumes the search

procedure. If the ball is found and the opponent goal is also present in the image,

it starts the kicking process (AT KICK). This state directs the ball towards the

opponent goal. If, when the ball is seen, the opponent goal is not visible, the

player starts the ball following movement (AT FLWBALL). This state moves the

player towards the ball. When the ball is close enough, it starts moving around

it, in order to have the ball and the opponent goal visible (state AT PREPARE).
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The player keeps a record of the last side it has seen the ball, its own goal and

the opponents goal. If, during any movement, the ball is lost, this mechanism

gives the direction for the search direction.

6 Preliminary Results and Conclusions

Currently, our robots are capable of relatively simple behaviors, composed of

primitive tasks, such as following a ball, kicking a ball, scoring goals and de-

fending the goal, using vision-based sensors. We are now moving towards the

development of more primitives, including those which require information from

sensors other than vision, as well as establishing the link between rules and

primitives, so that more behaviors can be speci�ed and implemented.

The implementation of RUBA blackboard is one of the current open issues. A

centralized version based on an external computer is one of the alternatives. A

more autonomous solution would consist of distributing the blackboard by the

team members, by repeting initial information and then update it simultane-

ously for all robots. Another open issue is cooperation, i.e., what info should be

exchanged between team members.
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